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decimal Launcher User Guide 
 

Overview: 
 The decimal Launcher is the hub for all your new .decimal applications. It 

serves as a platform to easily apply updates download new applications while 

allowing you as the user to only have to log in to a single platform. 

 The Launcher will provide the following features: 

• Allow users to log in with on account to access .decimal applications 

• Allow installation and updates of applications 

• Verify the security of all applications before opening  

Authentication/Log in: 

Logging in 

 Authentication is done through your Auth0 account, if you do not have an 

auth0 account please contact your site’s .decimal admin or .decimal customer 

service at 1-800-255-1613. 

 Once you have your Auth0 account open the launcher and you should be 

directed to the login page: 

 

Type in your username and password and you will be logged in. 
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Lost or Forgotten password 

 If you have forgotten your Auth0 password or want to reset it you can do so 

from the Launcher’s log in page.  

      

Select the “Don’t remember your password?” link and enter your email that is 

associated with your Auth0 account. You will receive a link in your email and 

instructions on resetting your Auth0 password. 
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Installing Applications: 

Downloading applications 

 The primary function of the Launcher is to download .decimal applications, 

after logging into the Launcher and selecting a site you will be presented with the 

applications available for that site. After selecting and app if you do not have it 

installed then the Launcher will have a “Download” button available.  

 

Pressing the “download” button will download the version of the app that is 

listed. After downloading or if you have the app already installed the button will 

change to a “Launch” button. The application is now ready to opened and used as 

normal. 
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Updating applications 

When .decimal releases a new version of an application the Launcher will 

notify you by showing you a message above the “Launch” button for that 

application.  

 

Do not worry, the Launcher it’s self will NOT download this update automatically. 

The only way to receive this new version is for you site Admin to approve this 

update and set it as your site’s version for this app. Instructions on how to do this 

can be found in the decimal direct user guide. 

Sandbox Mode 

 The decimal Launcher provides a “Sandbox” area to install new versions of 

applications in order to test them before Clinical release. This area is separate 

from all of your Clinical applications so they will not affect any patient data. 
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 NOTE: This option will only appear for users with elevated “Physics” or higher 

permissions on their decimal account. 

 To switch the Launcher to Sandbox mode click the dropdown menu in the 

top bar and select “Switch to Sandbox mode”.  

 

When you switch over to Sandbox mod you will notice the Launcher has a 

different look to clearly distinguish you are not opening Clinical versions of these 

applications. All apps opened by the Launcher while in Sandbox mode will also 

open in their Sandbox modes. 
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Application Security: 
In order to maintain the safety of our users and our applications the 

Launcher provides the following safeguards: 

• If ANY file in the application directory is added, removed, or altered in ANY 

way the Launcher will refuse to open the app. The Launcher will then 

delete and reinstall the altered app. Because of this it is suggested that you 

do not attempt to store any files in these directories as they will be 

removed. 

• If a vulnerability if discovered in an existing release of any application 

.decimal will flag that version invalid. When the Launcher attempts to open 

an invalid application, it will notify the user and delete the application 

entirely.  

• Applications released through the Launcher will NOT have any way to 

authenticate themselves and will only work if a token is passed in at launch 

as the Launcher does.  

Admin Options: 
All admin actions such as setting app versions or adding users can be 

completed though the decimal Direct Admin page. For more information please 

refer to the Direct User Guide. 

 

 

 


